SUPERWHEELS®
AN ATTACHMENT FOR YOUR PETROL POWERED LINE TRIMMER
Designed and Made
in Australia

PATENTS PENDING: US12231042 GB0817252.0

www.the2terrys.com
Users of this attachment do so at their own risk. The manufacturers and suppliers will not take responsibility for personal injury or property damage
resulting from inappropriate use, or incorrect use of this attachment. Tampering with this attachment, or modifying this attachment voids all claims
on the supplier and manufacturer.

1.

Assembly - Housing onto trimmer shaft

2.

Fit arms. There is a right-hand arm, and a

left-hand arm. Look for the 2Terrys logo, its on the L.H.
arm. Insert bolts through the holes and tighten the nuts
securely.

Bent shaft
trimmer

Straight shaft
trimmer
On straight shaft
trimmers the arms
sweep forward and
down.

Attach the central housing to the shaft of your line trimmer using the wingnut
clamps. You will need to completely undo the clamps to get them onto the
shaft.
Note the sharp tail of the housing is pointing upwards towards the operator.

3.

On bent shaft trimmers
the arms sweep
backwards and down.

4.

Add the castor wheels

Adjust the cutting height of your
SUPERWHEELS by loosening the wingnut
clamps and sliding the unit up/down the shaft
- then re-tighten the clamps.

To enable the steering action to
work effectively the castor rod
needs to be vertical .
Use the outer holes for a
straight shaft trimmer, and the
inner holes for a bent shaft
trimmer

Screw the nut down far
enough to take up any
excessive looseness, but do
not restrict free steering
movement of the castor.

Using SUPERWHEELS®

Use SUPERWHEELS as an edge trimmer, or
a lawn mower.
Lawn mowing is best achieved with a side to
side sweeping action while walking slowly
forward.
With straight shaft trimmers you can also
angle the cutting head for more convenient
working along driveway or path edging).

NOTE:- start with a position shown above,
then adjust to suit your preference
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- See other great innovative products -

Warranty
This product is covered by warranty providing the nature of the claim is the result of faulty workmanship. Misuse or abuse voids all warranty. Warranty claims must be reported to the Selling Agent from
whom it was originally purchased. The warranty is valid for a period of ninety days starting from the purchase date. The warranty will be void if any unauthorised persons tamper with the product or parts.
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